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MotorCast
Video Assist
MORE EYES ON THE ACTION
Click to view footage

M

otorCast Video Assist
brings a fresh approach
to enhancing race
management with more eyes on
the action for judiciary, analysis and
broadcasting purposes.

At a Glance:
+ Cost effective in-car camera system
for an entire grid
+ 4 views: front, rear, driver & pedals
+ Separate recording of each camera
plus Quad View
+ On-demand retrieval and playback,
even while out on track
+ Faster and more accurate decision
making for Race Control
+ Multi-angle replays for broadcast,
analysis & training
+ Live stream monitoring option
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ABOVE: QUAD VIEW MODE WITH ALL FOUR CAMERAS COMBINED

DURING A RACE, access to detailed video evidence for improved decision-making can have a significant
impact on the outcome – especially when decisions are made promptly.
MotorCast Video Assist overcomes the reliance on trackside broadcast cameras which can miss key
moments while looking elsewhere; it overcomes the limited number of live onboard cameras; and it
overcomes having to wait for a vehicle to be returned before getting access to recorded footage.

Benefits for

Benefits for

+

Footage retrieved on demand from any
vehicle, at any time

+

Footage available on demand from any
vehicle, at anytime for replay

+

Separate camera or Quad View playback

+

Separate camera or Quad View playback

+

Decisions made promptly after an incident
with greater accuracy

+

Comprehensive coverage from every car,
inside and out

+

Can eliminate the need for post-race
decisions and penalties

+

Enhances overall race coverage and narrative

+

Avoids missed incidents

+

Timecode sync of all cameras for multivehicle analysis

+

Post-event publishing of unseen and
extended content

+

Live stream monitoring on demand

+

Entire events recorded and archived

Race Control:

Broadcast:

Benefits for

Teams:
+

Live stream monitoring (where permitted)

+

Indivudual and multi-camera review

+

Detailed analysis of driver actions and
reactions - “visual telemetry”

+

Enhanced sponsorship, branding and
publishing opportunities

+

All sessions recorded
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ABOVE: QUAD VIEW, CAR #96 APPROACHING MURRAYS CORNER, 2020 LIQUI MOLY BATHURST 12 HOUR

Record And Retrieve
At any time during an event, Race Control can request MotorCast footage from multiple views in any
vehicle, even while they’re out on track. Only the portion of video that’s needed is extracted - such as the
moments leading up to and during an incident - which makes for quick retrieval and prompt analysis.
With the required evidence in front of them, the ability to make faster decisions with greater accuracy
can have a significant effect on a race’s outcome. It avoids having insufficient evidence in order to make
decisions, the uncertainty of provisional results and the controversy of post-race penalties.

Four Cameras Per Vehicle
MotorCast’s onboard system consists of 4 dedicated cameras and a central processing unit with up to
1000GB of memory. Each camera records separately along with a synchronised Quad-View mode, shown
above.

Rugged & Lightweight
Built for motorsport, each system including 4 cameras, anti-shake
brackets, CPU, antennas, cabling and battery can weigh as little
as 2.3kg*. Systems have also operated in races where a vehicle’s
ambient temperature has exceeded 60°C.

Independent Power
MotorCast OnBoards operate with their own battery power for up
to 11 hours. For even longer races, batteries can be recharged
from a vehicle, or quickly hot-swapped during pit stops to remain
independent.

ID, Timecode & Clock Sync
All recordings feature vehicle identification with timecode overlay and clock synchronisation between all
systems. This allows for accurate timing analysis of the same incident between different vehicles.

Two Channel Audio
As well as processing 4 cameras, each MotorCast system has dual audio inputs. Engine and ambient
onboard sounds are captured on channel 1 with a separate microphone, and optional capturing of all radio
communications - including to and from the vehicle - can be assigned to channel 2.
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LEFT: MOTORCAST WITH ULTRA DYNAMIC RANGE – BALANCED EXPOSURE INSIDE AND OUT
RIGHT: TRADITIONAL CAMERA WITHOUT ULTRA DYNAMIC RANGE

Ultra Dynamic Range
MotorCast features Ultra Dynamic Range (UDR) technology which automatically balances the exposure
in different areas of a camera’s view. This overcomes a common dilemma where the visibility and detail is
compromised due to areas being too bright, too dark or both.

Broadcasting & Publishing
Any MotorCast vision can be fed to a broadcaster’s video system for prompt replay. This can provide a
more comprehensive review of incidents and action: enhancing a commentator’s ability to interpret and
comment, and a viewer’s ability to appreciate what happened, and why. Vision can also include nonincident footage to improve the show. Qualifying laps in Quad View for example can provide an enhanced
insight on drivers’ performances.

Quarantine, Team Analysis & Archiving
Being independent and under the authority of Race Control, all
MotorCast recordings can be extracted in full each day. These
can be stored securely, or alternatively provided to each team
respectively for their own analysis. Long term archiving for auditing or
legal matters is also available.

Selected Live Streaming
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Any MotorCast system can be streamed live, including optimised
Quad View. For Race Control this offers on-demand viewing of any
vehicle for monitoring and safety purposes. Where permitted, pit
garages and dedicated audiences at events can also benefit from
dedicated live action, along with optional web viewing.

Any Motorsport / Team & Driver Use
MotorCast Video Assist is geared for any level of motorsport, be
there a live broadcast present or not. Recordings can be utilised by
teams for analysis and training, along with low-latency live streaming
in the pit lane and around the world.

Big Vision, Small Team
Because of MotorCast’s minimal infrastructure approach and the majority of vehicle installations taking
place prior, our event team consists of one or two Video Assist Operators in Race Control plus a small
team of technicians for managing the number of camera systems in operation.
And from the birthplace of RaceCam® - the world’s first live onboard camera in 1979 - MotorCast is
proudly Australian.
For more details please write to videoassist@motorcast.com.au or speak to Paul on +61 404 475 094.
*minimal system weight is based on PP40 brackets and single battery with approx 2 hours operation before requiring a battery swap.
MotorCast® is an internationally registered trademark. RaceCam® is a trademark of Amalgamated Television Services.
Features and details subject to change without notice.

